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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method for bi-criteria optimization of matchings in a tree relative to a pair of different weight functions
that assign natural weights to the edges of the tree. As a result, we obtain
the set of Pareto optimal points for the considered optimization problem. This method can be useful in transplantology where nodes of the
tree correspond to pairs (donor, recipient) and two nodes (pairs) are connected by an edge if these pairs can exchange kidneys. Weight functions
can characterize the number of exchanges, the importance of exchanges,
or their compatibility.
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Introduction

In this paper, we consider problems of matching optimization connected with
kidney paired donation [3, 11]. This is a novel alternative for living, incompatible
(donor, recipient) pairs to get an organ by matching with another incompatible
pair. Let G be an undirected graph which edges and nodes have natural weights.
Nodes of this graph can be interpreted as pairs (donor, recipient) and two nodes
A = (a1 , a2 ) and B = (b1 , b2 ) are connected by an edge if the donor a1 can
donate a kidney to the recipient b2 , and the donor b1 can donate a kidney to
the recipient a2 . The weight of a node A can be interpreted as an importance
of the transplantation for the recipient from the pair A. The weight of an edge
connecting nodes A and B can be interpreted as a compatibility of the exchange
of kidneys between the pairs A and B.
A matching in G is a set of edges without common nodes. We consider
three optimization problems connected with matchings: (c) maximization of the
cardinality of a matching, (n) maximization of the sum of weights of nodes in a
matching, and (e) maximization of the sum of weights of edges in a matching.
The considered problems can be solved in polynomial time [2, 7]. It is well known
that there exist dynamic programming algorithms for solving these problems for
trees which have linear time complexity (see, for example, [4]).
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Each solution of the problem (c) allows us to help to the maximum number
of patients. It is known [5] that each solution of the problem (n) is also a solution
of the problem (c). The situation with the problem (e) is different: a solution of
the problem (e) can be not a solution of the problem (c) (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Matching with maximum weight of edges (a) and matching with maximum
cardinality (b)

In such a situation, it is reasonable to consider bi-criteria optimization of
matchings relative to the cardinality of matching and the sum of weights of
edges in matching. Another possibility is to consider the sum of weights of edges
in matching and the sum of weights of nodes in matching. All the considered
criteria should be maximized.
The result of bi-criteria optimization is the set of Pareto optimal points
(POPs). If we consider the bi-criteria optimization relative to the cardinality
of matching and the sum of weights of nodes in matching, we will have only
one POP that correspond to matchings with maximum sum of weights of nodes
and with maximum cardinality (it follows from results obtained in [5]). In the
case of bi-criteria optimization relative to the cardinality of matching and the
sum of weights of edges in matching, we can have more than one POPs. For
example, for the problem presented in Fig. 1, there are exactly two POPs (1, 3)
and (2, 2) corresponding to matchings (a) and (b) in Fig. 1, respectively. The
first coordinate correspond to the cardinality of matching, and the second one –
to the sum of weights of edges in matching.
The problem (c) can be formulated as the problem (e) when the weight of
each edge is equal to 1. The problem (n) can be formulated as the problem (e)
when the weight of each edge is equal to the sum of weights of its ends. So we
can consider bi-criteria optimization of weights of edges in matchings relative to
a pair of weight functions each of which assigns a natural weight to each edge of
the graph G.
In this paper, we study a dynamic programming algorithm for bi-criteria
optimization of matchings in trees.
The dynamic programming bi-criteria optimization approach was created
initially for the decision trees and decision rules [1]. One of the main areas of
applications for the approach is the rough set theory [9, 10] in which decision
trees and rules are widely used. Here we consider one more its application.
In the paper [8], we studied multi-stage optimization for the same problems.
We use here many constructions from this paper.
This paper consists of six sections. In Sect. 2, we discuss some tools for the
study of Pareto optimal points. In Sect. 3, we consider a graph D(G) correspond2

ing to the tree G. We use this graph to describe the set of matchings in G and
to study these matchings. Section 4 is devoted to the bi-criteria optimization of
matchings in G relative to a pair of weight functions. In Sect. 5, we discuss an
example. Section 6 contains short conclusions.
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Tools for Study of Pareto Optimal Points

In this section, we consider some tools (statements and algorithms) which are
used for the study of Pareto optimal points for bi-criteria optimization problems
related to matchings.
These tools were created in our group in KAUST (details can be found, in
particular, in [6]) for the study of minimization problems. To apply these tools
to the problems of maximization of edge weight in matchings, it is enough to
consider additive inverse of the weights, for example, instead of the weight 5,
consider the weight −5.
Let R2 be the set of pairs of real numbers (points). We consider a partial
order ≤ on the set R2 (on the plane): (c, d) ≤ (a, b) if c ≤ a and d ≤ b. Two
points α and β are comparable if α ≤ β or β ≤ α. A subset of R2 in which no
two different points are comparable is called an antichain. We will write α < β
if α ≤ β and α 6= β. If α and β are comparable then min(α, β) = α if α ≤ β and
min(α, β) = β if α > β.
Let A be a nonempty finite subset of R2 . A point α ∈ A is called a Pareto
optimal point (POP) for A if there is no a point β ∈ A such that β < α. We
denote by P ar(A) the set of Pareto optimal points for A. It is clear that P ar(A)
is an antichain.
Points from P ar(A) can be ordered in the following way: (a1 , b1 ), . . . , (at , bt )
where a1 < . . . < at . Since points from P ar(A) are incomparable, b1 > . . . > bt .
We will refer to the sequence (a1 , b1 ), . . . , (at , bt ) as the normal representation
of the set P ar(A).
We now describe an algorithm which, for a given nonempty finite subset A of
the set R2 , constructs the normal representation of the set P ar(A). We assume
that A is a multiset containing, possibly, repeating elements. The cardinality |A|
of A is the total number of elements in A.
Algorithm A1 (construction of normal representation for the set of POPs).
Input: A nonempty finite subset A of the set R2 containing, possibly, repeating
elements (multiset).
Output: Normal representation P of the set P ar(A) of Pareto optimal points
for A.
1. Set P equal to the empty sequence.
2. Construct a sequence B of all points from A ordered according to the first
coordinate in the ascending order.
3. If there is only one point in the sequence B, then add this point to the end of
the sequence P , return P , and finish the work of the algorithm. Otherwise,
choose the first α = (α1 , α2 ) and the second β = (β1 , β2 ) points from B.
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4. If α and β are comparable then remove α and β from B, add the point
min(α, β) to the beginning of B, and proceed to step 3.
5. If α and β are not comparable (in this case α1 < β1 and α2 > β2 ) then
remove α from B, add the point α to the end of P , and proceed to step 3.
Proposition 1. [6] Let A be a nonempty finite subset of the set R2 containing,
possibly, repeating elements (multiset). Then the algorithm A1 returns the normal representation of the set P ar(A) of Pareto optimal points for A and makes
O(|A| log |A|) comparisons.
Lemma 1. [6] Let A1 , . . . , Ak be nonempty finite subsets of R2 . Then P ar(A1 ∪
. . . ∪ Ak ) ⊆ P ar(A1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ P ar(Ak ).
Lemma 2. [6] Let A be a nonempty finite subset of R2 , B ⊆ A, and P ar(A) ⊆
B. Then P ar(B) = P ar(A).
Let A, B be nonempty finite subsets of the set R2 . We denote by A ⊕ B the
set {(a + c, b + d) : (a, b) ∈ A, (c, d) ∈ B}.
Let P1 , . . . , Pt be nonempty finite subsets of R2 , Q1 = P1 , and, for i =
2, . . . , t, Qi = Qi−1 ⊕ Pi . We assume that, for i = 1, . . . , t, the sets P ar(P1 ), . . . ,
P ar(Pt ) are already constructed. We now describe an algorithm that constructs
the sets P ar(Q1 ), . . . , P ar(Qt ) and returns P ar(Qt ).
Algorithm A2 (fusion of sets of POPs).
Input: Sets P ar(P1 ), . . . , P ar(Pt ) for some nonempty finite subsets P1 , . . . , Pt
of R2 .
Output: The set P ar(Qt ) where Q1 = P1 , and, for i = 2, . . . , t, Qi = Qi−1 ⊕ Pi .
1. Set B1 = P ar(P1 ) and set i = 2.
2. Construct the multiset
Ai = Bi−1 ⊕ P ar(Pi ) = {(a + c, b + d)) : (a, b) ∈ Bi−1 , (c, d) ∈ P ar(Pi )}
– we will not remove equal pairs from the constructed set.
3. Using algorithm A1 , construct the set Bi = P ar(Ai ).
4. If i = t then return Bi and finish the work of the algorithm. Otherwise, set
i = i + 1 and proceed to step 2.
Proposition 2. [6] Let P1 , . . . , Pt be nonempty finite subsets of R2 , Q1 = P1 ,
and, for i = 2, . . . , t, Qi = Qi−1 ⊕ Pi . Then the algorithm A2 returns the set
P ar(Qt ).
Proposition 3. [6] Let P1 , . . . , Pt be nonempty finite subsets of R2 , Q1 = P1 ,
(1)
and, for i = 2, . . . , t, Qi = Qi−1 ⊕Pi . Let Pi = {a : (a, b) ∈ Pi } for i = 1, . . . , t,
(1)
m be a natural number, and Pi ⊆ {0, −1, . . . , −m} for i = 1, . . . , t. Then, during the construction of the set P ar(Qt ), the algorithm A2 makes O(t2 m2 log(tm))
additions and comparisons.
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Graph D(G) Corresponding to Tree G

Let G be a tree. A matching in G is a set of edges without common nodes. We
choose a node in the tree G as a root. It will be useful for us to consider G as a
directed graph with the orientation of edges from the root. Now each node v in
G defines a subtree G(v) of G in which v is the root.
We describe now a graph D(G) (forest of directed trees) which will be used
to describe the set of matchings in G and to study these matchings. It contains
main nodes from G and auxiliary nodes corresponding to the main ones.
Let v be a terminal node of G – see Fig. 2 (a). Then in the graph D(G)
there are two nodes v (main) and v(∅) (auxiliary) corresponding to v which are
connected by an edge starting in v and entering v(∅) – see Fig. 2 (b).

Fig. 2. Nodes and edge in D(G) (b) corresponding to terminal node v of G (a)

Let v be a nonterminal node of G which has k outgoing edges e1 , . . . , ek
entering nodes v1 , . . . , vk , respectively – see Fig. 3 (a). Then in D(G) there are
the main node v, k + 1 auxiliary nodes v(e1 ), . . . , v(ek ), v(∅), and k + 1 edges
starting in v and entering these auxiliary nodes – see Fig. 3 (b).
Let C and D be sets elements of which are also sets. We denote C ⊗ D =
{c ∪ d : c ∈ C, d ∈ D}.
We now correspond a set MD(G) (u) of matchings in G to each node u of D(G).
Let v be a terminal node of G. Then MD(G) (v) = MD(G) (v(∅)) = {λ} where λ
is the empty matching. Let v be a nonterminal node of G which has k outgoing
edges e1 , . . . , ek entering nodes v1 , . . . , vk , respectively. Then, for i = 1, . . . , k,
O
MD(G) (v(∅)) =
MD(G) (vj ),
(1)
j∈{1,...,k}

MD(G) (v(ei )) = (

O

MD(G) (vj )) ⊗ MD(G) (vi (∅)) ⊗ {{ei }},

(2)

j∈{1,...,k}\{i}

MD(G) (v) =

[

MD(G) (v(σ)).

σ∈{e1 ,...,ek ,∅}
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(3)

Fig. 3. Nodes and edges in D(G) (b) corresponding to nonterminal node v of G (a)

One can show that, for any node v of G, MD(G) (v) is the set of all matchings
in G(v) and MD(G) (v(∅)) is the set of all matchings in G(v) which do not use
the node v (have no edges with the end v). For any nonterminal node v of G
and for any edge e starting in v, MD(G) (v(e)) is the set of all matchings in G(v)
containing the edge e.
Let G contain n nodes and, therefore, n − 1 edges. Then the graph D(G)
contains 3n − 1 nodes and 2n − 1 edges. It is clear that the graph D(G) can be
constructed in linear time depending on n.

4

Bi-criteria Optimization of Matchings

We will consider the problems of minimization of weights of edges in matchings
instead of the problems of maximization of weights. To this end, instead of
natural weights we will attach to edges additive inverse of weights.
A weight function w for G assigns a negative integer w(e)
P to each edge e of
the tree G. Let µ be a matching in G. The value w(µ) = e∈µ w(e) is called
the weight of matching µ relative to the weight function w. If µ = λ = ∅ then
w(µ) = 0.
Remark 1. Let w1 and w2 be weight functions for G. For any set A of matchings
in G, we denote P w1 ,w2 (A) = {(w1 (µ), w2 (µ)) : µ ∈ A}. Let C and D be sets of
matchings in G such that, for any µ1 ∈ C and µ2 ∈ D, we have µ1 ∩ µ2 = ∅.
One can show that P w1 ,w2 (C ⊗ D) = P w1 ,w2 (C) ⊕ P w1 ,w2 (D).
Let w1 and w2 be weight functions for G. In the previous section, we corresponded a set MD(G) (u) of matchings in G to each node u of the graph D(G).
We now correspond to each node u of D(G) the set of pairs of negative integers
w1 ,w2
PD(G)
(u) = {(w1 (µ), w2 (µ)) : µ ∈ MD(G) (u)}.
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
Let v be a terminal node of G. Then PD(G)
(v) = PD(G)
(v(∅)) = {(0, 0)}.
Let v be a nonterminal node of G which has k outgoing edges e1 , . . . , ek
entering nodes v1 , . . . , vk , respectively.
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Using Remark 1 and (1)-(3), we obtain that, for i = 1, . . . , k,
M
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
(vj ),
(v(∅)) =
PD(G)
PD(G)

(4)

j∈{1,...,k}
w1 ,w2
(v(ei )) = (
PD(G)

M

w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
(vi (∅))
(vj )) ⊕ PD(G)
PD(G)

j∈{1,...,k}\{i}

w1 ,w2
(v)
PD(G)

⊕ {(w1 (ei ), w2 (ei ))},
[
w1 ,w2
(v(σ)).
=
PD(G)

(5)
(6)

σ∈{e1 ,...,ek ,∅}

Let G contain n nodes. We denote E(G) the set of edges of G and m = n · W
where W = max{|w1 (e)| : e ∈ E(G)}. It is clear that, for any matching µ in G,
w1 (µ) ∈ {0, −1, . . . , −m}.

(7)

We describe now a procedure of bi-criteria optimization of matchings in G
w1 ,w2
which, for any node u of D(G), constructs the set P ar(PD(G)
(u)) of Pareto
w1 ,w2
optimal points for the set of pairs PD(G) (u).
Let v be a terminal node of G. It is clear that
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
P ar(PD(G)
(v)) = P ar(PD(G)
(v(∅))) = {(0, 0)}.

So we do not need arithmetical operations to construct the sets of Pareto optimal
points for the sets of pairs corresponding to v and v(∅).
Let v be a nonterminal node of G which has k outgoing edges e1 , . . . , ek entering nodes v1 , . . . , vk , respectively. Let the nodes v1 , . . . , vk are already processed,
i.e., we know the sets of Pareto optimal points for the sets of pairs corresponding
to the main nodes v1 , . . . , vk and their auxiliary nodes.
We now evaluate the number of arithmetical operations (additions and comparisons) required to construct the sets of Pareto optimal points for the sets of
pairs corresponding to main node v and its auxiliary nodes v(e1 ), . . . , v(ek ), v(∅).
w1 ,w2
To construct P ar(PD(G)
(v(∅))) we use the equality (4) and apply the alw1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
gorithm A2 to the sets P ar(PD(G)
(v1 )), . . . , P ar(PD(G)
(vk )). As a result, we
w1 ,w2
obtain the set P ar(PD(G) (v(∅))) – see Proposition 2. Using (7) and Proposiw1 ,w2
tion 3 we obtain that the construction of the set P ar(PD(G)
(v(∅))) requires
2 2
O(k m log(km)) additions and comparisons.
w1 ,w2
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. To construct P ar(PD(G)
(v(ei ))) we use the equality (5)
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
and apply the algorithm A2 to the sets P ar(PD(G) (v1 )), . . . , P ar(PD(G)
(vi−1 )),
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
P ar(PD(G) (vi (∅))), P ar(PD(G) (vi+1 )), . . . , P ar(PD(G) (vk )), {(w1 (ei ), w2 (ei ))}.
w1 ,w2
As a result, we obtain the set P ar(PD(G)
(v(ei ))) – see Proposition 2. Using (7)
w1 ,w2
and Proposition 3 we obtain that the construction of the set P ar(PD(G)
(v(ei )))
2 2
requires O(k m log(km)) additions and comparisons. To construct the set
w1 ,w2
P ar(PD(G)
(v(ei )))
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for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we need O(k 3 m2 log(km)) additions and comparisons.
w1 ,w2
(v)) we use the equality (6). According to Lemma
To construct P ar(PD(G)
S
w1 ,w2
w1 ,w2
(v(σ))). By Lemma 2,
1, P ar(PD(G) (v)) ⊆ σ∈{e1 ,...,ek ,∅} P ar(PD(G)
w1 ,w2
(v)) = P ar(
P ar(PD(G)

[

w1 ,w2
(v(σ)))).
P ar(PD(G)

σ∈{e1 ,...,ek ,∅}

S
w1 ,w2
(v(σ))) which cardinality is, by
We construct the set σ∈{e1 ,...,ek ,∅} P ar(PD(G)
(7), at most (k + 1)(m + 1), and apply to it the algorithm A1 . As a result, we obw1 ,w2
(v)) using O(km log(km)) comparisons – see Proposition
tain the set P ar(PD(G)
1.
To process a nonterminal node v of G and all auxiliary nodes of D(G) corresponding to v we make O(k 3 m2 log(km)) comparisons and additions. The number of such nodes is at most n. It is clear that k ≤ n. Therefore, to construct the
sets of POPs corresponding to nodes of D(G) we make O(n4 m2 log(nm)) comparisons and additions, where m = n · W and W = max{|w1 (e)| : e ∈ E(G)}.
Then the procedure of bi-criteria optimization requires O(n6 W 2 log(nW )) comparisons and additions. Hence it has polynomial time complexity depending on
n and W .

5

Example

We consider an example of matching bi-criteria optimization problem for the
tree G depicted in Fig. 4 (a) which has five nodes v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 (each node
corresponds to a pair (donor, recipient)) and four edges e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 (two nodes
are connected by an edge if pairs corresponding to the nodes can exchange
kidneys).
For simplicity, we consider here natural weights and problems of maximization of weights. The first weight function w1 corresponds the weight 1 to each
edge (we maximize the cardinality of matching, i.e., the number of kidney exchanges). The second weight function w2 corresponds weights 2, 5, 1, 2 (compatibilities of exchanges) to edges e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , respectively (we maximize the weight
of matching relative to this function, i.e., maximize the sum of compatibilities).
There are two matchings with maximum cardinality {e1 , e3 } and {e1 , e4 },
and one matching {e2 } with maximum edge weight relative to w2 .
First, we construct the graph D(G) – see Fig. 4 (b). Next, we apply to
the graph D(G) the procedure of bi-criteria optimization relative to the weight
functions w1 and w2 . As a result, each node of D(G) is labeled with the set of
POPs corresponding to the set of matchings associated with this node (see Fig.
5). In particular, the whole set of matchings (it is associated with the node v1 )
has two POPs (1, 5) and (2, 4). It means that it is possible to choose between
one exchange with compatibility five and two exchanges with total compatibility
four.
8

Fig. 4. Graph D(G) (b) corresponding to tree G (a)

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a procedure of bi-criteria optimization of matchings
in trees relative to two weight functions. This method can be useful in transplantology if besides of the maximization of the number of transplanted kidneys we
would like to maximize the compatibility of the transplantations. In the future,
we will try to generalize this procedure to other classes of graphs.
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Fig. 5. Sets of POPs attached to nodes of D(G)
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